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Lo’lo’a film
Lo’lo’a Art production House Company’s chairlady,

Sheikh Intisar Salem Al-Ali announced its compa-
ny’s participation in the 32nd Alexandria Film

Festival with a movie titled ‘Habib Al-Ardh, Fayeq Abdul
Jaleel’. Al-Ali noted that the festival is on in the period of
September 21-27 in Alexandria, Egypt. 

Al-Ali added that the film would compete with films
from other 29 countries taking part in the festival. On
his part, director, Ramadan Khesrouh expressed his joy
when the festival administration chose his film and
invited the producers to compete with 29 Arab and for-
eign countries taking part in the festival. 

By Abigail Mathias

Success doesn’t come overnight. It often involves
years of dedication and sacrifice. That is probably
something a veteran designer like Ritu Kumar

could write reams about. The Indian fashion designer
has been in the industry for the past 50 years and shows
no signs of stopping.

Mrs Kumar recently opened her second store in
Dubai Festival City Mall. From young and old her empire
continues to grow from the by lanes of Delhi to Mayfair
in London. She received one of India’s highest honors,
the Padma Shri in 2013. She’s also a recipient of the
Indira Gandhi Priyadarshini Award, which has been
awarded to the likes of Saint Teresa. After many years of
dedicated work in fashion, she was also bestowed
France’s highest honor, “Chevalier des arts et des lettres”
by the French government. 

Discussing a long and illustrious career brings a smile
to her face. Her brand was established in 1969 and is
credited with being the first to have revived ancient
Indian crafts interpreting them in to a contemporary
vocabulary. Her brand has always been associated with
rich colors, intricate embroidery and the fact that most
of India’s leading female celebrities wear her designs. 

“When we were starting out, there were no road

maps to follow. You had to create your own path,” says
Mrs Kumar. At a time when few women followed inde-
pendent careers, she carved a niche for Indian design in
an international arena. “I was attending Paris Fashion
Week four times a year and trying to manage a house-
hold at the same time, it was never easy,” she laughs. In
1999 she published a book “Costumes and Textiles of
Royal India” which chronicles the history of textiles and
art design in India.

Today the Ritu Kumar design house has three brands,
‘Ri,’ a premium bridal and couture line, Ritu Kumar a tra-
ditional brand offering ethnic semi-formal wear and
Label, a contemporary pret line. 

As an icon who has closely witnessed the growth of
the fashion industry, her advice for those starting out is
simple. “There’s a very ill defined vision of fashion, par-
ticularly for someone who is just getting in to it. They
tend to believe you are going to hit the ramp as soon as
you step out of fashion school, and most of the time
that never happens.” she says. “Although everyone
thinks it is only about glamour, in a lot of ways getting a
fashion degree is like getting a doctoral thesis. Textile
design is in itself a very demanding course. People tend
to forget that you have to intern for many years and not
everyone is destined to become a designer.”

Discussing current trends she believes, “The shift is

towards less fuss and a more laidback look. Fabrics are
also becoming important. We use a lot of natural fabric
keeping the weather in mind.” Her sub brand, Label,
comprises mostly western silhouettes. 

Today’s Indian has evolved as well. “The younger
generation doesn’t define itself solely by history. They
love their old traditions of course but will take it to a
certain level. We haven’t seen as much change in the
last 400 years in India as we’ve seen in the past 40 years.”
Her designs reflect that blending of modernity and tra-
ditional values. She also mentions that there’s a strong
assertion of genders, particularly of the female race.”

Now that her son Amrish Kumar is Creative Director
of the label, we ask what the collaboration is like. She
doesn’t deny the generation gaps that creep in but
adds that she would have never dreamt of adding
Bollywood actress Kalki Koelchin as a brand ambassa-
dor had he not suggested it. She admits that her role as
a mother in a challenging career was made easier by
the extended family. “I think in some ways when you
tread this path in India it is a little bit easier. I had a lot of
help. We still have a tradition of the joint family. Of
course having said that, careers are not easy especially
when you have to be in many places all the time. There
were times I had to travel in the middle of the children’s
school year. As a mother you are guilty all the time. Even

though it’s in the past, the children will often look back
and blame you saying ‘You weren’t there for this and
that. I don’t think that changes. It does sting a little.”

Ritu Kumar’s designs have always been associated
with the elite. They’ve been worn by the late Princess
Diana. The international appeal has become an inherent
feature of the pieces. She says, “Fashion is no longer
localized. The lines are blurred in a positive way.
Dressing well is no longer limited to just occasions or
weddings. In terms of design there’s less and less of
copying the West. It’s not necessarily only ornate but
more international”. 

Speaking of her legacy she says, “I’ve worked with
the textile crafts for a long time and there’s a responsi-
bility to a place where you’ve drawn so much from. You
ought to give something back as well.” The opening
night for her newest store in the region begins with a
fashion show. As outfits seem to fly off the shelves, it is
clear that everyone wants a piece of Ritu Kumar.   

(Abigail Mathias is a Freelance Senior Feature Writer
based in the UAE)
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Store opening with HE Ms Neeta Bhushan Charge d’Affaires Indian Embassy. 


